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1st HALF STANDINGS 

Place Team 
1stHalf 

Pts 
 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
 

9 

1 7 272 36 39.5 40.5 33.5 42.5 40.5 39.5   

2 4 265 38 33 36.5 38.5 48 39 32   

3 9 262.5 34 32.5 36 39 33 47 41   

4 2 261 47.5 37.5 35.5 33 36 31.5 40   

5 3 259.5 36 39 31.5 35 39 42.5 36.5   

6 8 244.5 40 38.5 36.5 37 24 36 32.5   

7 6 242 36 36 35.5 39 35 29.5 31   

8 5 241.5 32 34.5 43.5 33 29.5 33 36   

9 1 220 24.5 33.5 28.5 36 37 25 35.5   
Green Indicates Bye Week. The Bye Week team receives 36 points 

 

Birdie (or Better)Report: 
 

Birdie Report 

Name Hole Number 

Michno 4 

Velasco the Elder 4 

Aker 4 

 
The par 5 was the birdie hole this week 

 

WEEK 7 LOW SCORES: 
 

LOW GROSS score for WEEK 7: Casey (39) 

 

LOW NET scores for WEEK 7: 
 

Group Name Team Gross Score Net Score 

A Keith Casey 7 39 31 

B Pierre Corriveau 5 
(SUB) 

46 32 

C Jay Snoke 1 50 32 

D Jim Griffin 9 50 31 
 

 



 

 

 

1st Half LOW SCORES: 
 

LOW GROSS score for the FIRST HALF: Berube, Schwab (38) 

 

LOW NET scores for THE FIRST HALF: 
 

Group Name Team Gross Score Net Score 

A Pete Michno 2 39 30 

B Barbara Keller 
Ron Cirillo 

7 
4 

41 
40 

29 

C Marc Coffland 9 43 28 

D Jim Griffin 9 50 31 

Note: Subs are ineligible for prizes 
  

Jim Griffin breaks the logjam in the D group by shooting a 50 net 31. The treasurer thanks you.  

 

News 
 

Looks like Week 7 was a good week for Team 7 as they surged ahead of Team 4 

and into 1st place led by Keith Casey in the A squad who posted a 39. They were helped 
by Team 2 who took 40 points from the previous leader Team 4. But we all remember 

last year when Keith’s team had the best record in each half yet lost each of their playoff 

matches. Will this be repeated again this year? Speaking of Team 4, with their loss this 
week and a bye week coming up, they could fall out of 2nd place by the end of next 

week. Less than 6 points separate the 2nd through 5th place teams so it is anyone’s 
game. Team 2 is bouncing back after a string of declining scores for the last 5 weeks 

and Team 9 continues to be the benefactors of playing Noahs and subs and keep 
climbing up the leader board. For some reason, we think Griffin and Macksoud are 

somehow behind the fact that they manage to play Noahs and subs each week. If it 
happens for a third week in a row, we know something is up! Unfortunately we will not 

be able to monitor their email traffic to ensure that no plots are evolving. Due to the 
expiration of the Patriot Act, NSA won’t be providing us that info! And don’t count out 

Team 3 who is still hanging around. Team 7 also has a bye the last week which opens up 
opportunities for another team to take 1st place with good rounds over the last two 

weeks.  
 

News on the midyear tournament will be announced anytime (maybe before you 

read this). Keep an eye out for emails and more detailed information on the web page.  
 

Notes: 
 
This year we have implemented hole-by-hole scoring into the online system. What we 

mean by "scoring" is we enter actual strokes taken. The system then calculates the 
CORRECT MATCH points per hole based on those strokes taken. This alleviates common 



errors as found on the cards (many times where strokes were not given or taken 

properly and added incorrectly.) When people are attesting the cards, they are attesting 
to the strokes taken. 

 
Captains should e-mail the handicapper, Pete Michno, no later than 1100 Thursday to 

give their line-ups. However, I’m sure the handicapper would appreciate Captains 
providing the line-ups earlier if you have them set. 1100 on Thursday should be the 

exception, not the rule. 
 

Captains should inform all retirees and non-NUWC members on their teams to use the 
website for all League information. 

 

Slow Play Watch: 
 

I had another early tee time this week and finished in about 2 hours and 20 minutes. A 

certain Team 1 Captain was called out in the 19th hole to which he adamantly argued to 
the contrary. Regardless, you all know that we remind you every week to keep up the 

pace of play.   
 

Joke of the Week 
 
Small World 

 Alex and Jim are trying to get in a quick eighteen holes, but there are two terrible lady golfers in front of 

them hitting the ball everywhere but where it's supposed to go.  

Alex comments to Jim, 'Why don't you go over and ask if we can play through?'  

 

Jim gets about halfway there, turns and comes back so Alex asks, 'What's wrong?'  

 

Jim replies, 'One of them is my wife, and the other is my mistress.' 

 

Alex responds, 'That could be a problem. I'll go over and have a word.'  

 

He gets about halfway there and he turns and comes back, too.  

 

So Jim says, 'What's wrong?' 

 

Alex murmurs, 'Small world.'  

Quote of the Week 
 

“I would like to deny all allegations by Bob Hope that during my last game of golf, I hit an eagle, a birdie, 

an elk and a moose.” ~Gerald Ford 

 

 

 



 

Golf Cartoon of the Week 
 

 

 

Great Picture of the Week  

 

 
 

    

 

 

 

http://www.guy-sports.com/humor/sports/funny_golfing_quotes.htm


 

THAT'S ALL 

FOLKS 
 

 
 

HAVE A GREAT 
ROUND 

 


